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1 CHARACTER IN AN UNUSAL PLACE

Int. Office - day

EVA, a robot spy posing as a secretary, is sitting straight

up at her desk, typing furiously, her gaze fixed on the

computer screen. She isn’t even blinking. Without missing a

beat, she starts to write down some notes with her left

hand, while still typing with her right hand. From across

the room, another secretary, CLAIRE, pokes her head around

her computer screen, staring at Eva bemusedly.

CLAIRE

(chuckling to herself) Do they grow

these people in a lab?

The phone beside EVA rings for half a second before EVA

answers the call, still typing. Suddenly, an alarm

signalling the time as 6pm sounds from EVA’S watch. Mid

conversation, she puts down the phone, switches off her

computer, and stands up to leave the office. CLAIRE catches

her before she leaves.

CLAIRE

Hey! New girl! It’s Eva, right?

EVA’s eyes widen. We now see through EVA’s eyes, and the

inside of her head views almost like a desktop. We can see

CLAIRE from EVA’s perspective, and the words ’CLAIRE -

SECRETARY - FRIEND’ appear across her vision.

EVA

(robotically) Claire. Hello. I must

return home now.

CLAIRE

No you can’t! It’s Friday night!

The office girls always go to

Jimmy’s bar on a Friday night. I’ll

see you there?

Again we see from EVA’s perspective. The words ’DIRECTIVE -

GO HOME - CHARGE BATTERIES’ appear over her vision. EVA

tries to speak before CLAIRE interrupts her.

CLAIRE

Excellent! You can come home with

me to get ready.

CLAIRE links arms with EVA and walks her out the door.

INT. CLAIRE’s house.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

EVA is sitting awkwardly in the kitchen, alone. She looks

worried. CLAIRE enters joyously with two glasses and a

bottle of wine.

EVA

Claire. I must leave now. I have to

charge my batteries.

CLAIRE laughs. EVA doesn’t understand.

CLAIRE

Me too. I’m exhausted. But come on,

we can have a glass of vino before

meeting the girls at Jimmy’s. I

want to get to know you!

CLAIRE pours the wine. We see through EVA’s eyes and the

words ’WARNING - ALCOHOL - DO NOT CONSUME’ appear. CLAIRE

offers a glass to EVA. The words ’CLAIRE - BEFRIEND CLAIRE -

COPY CLAIRE’ appear. EVA looks confused and takes the wine.

CLAIRE holds up her glass to cheers with EVA, then takes a

gulp. EVA looks back down at the wine glass. Confused, EVA

also takes a gulp. EVA is visibly affected by the wine,

wobbling on her chair. The words ’WARNING - SYSTEM

INEBRIATED’ appear across her vision.

Another secretary, JESS, enters the kitchen, carrying a

bottle of wine.

JESS

(as she is walking in) Claire I

swear to God, I’ll kill you if

you’ve got a guy in here and you’re

going to blow me off again...

The words ’PROTECT CLAIRE’ appear across EVA’s hazy vision.

Suddenly EVA leaps up from her chair, pushing CLAIRE to the

ground violently grabbing JESS around the neck. The wine

glasses smash onto the floor and JESS screams.

EVA

DO NOT HARM CLAIRE!

CLAIRE

Eva! Stop! It’s just Jess from the

office!

There is an awkward pause. EVA is still half-strangling

JESS.

JESS

(trying to catch her breath) Eva...

It’s me... Chill.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

EVA lets Jess go.

EVA

I’m sorry. My system is inebriated.

JESS

(massaging her neck) Yeah, I can

see that. Jeez. No more wine for

you.

CLAIRE

(laughing) Whoa girl, they told us

they were upgrading the staff, but

were you like a bodyguard in a

previous life?!

EVA

I should go. My batteries...

CLAIRE

No! Stay! It’s time somebody put

Jess in her place. Besides, you’re

one of the office girls now. You’re

our friend.

ClAIRE playfully pats JESS on the shoulder. Eva appears

confused.

CLAIRE

More vino, girls?

EVA smiles.

EVA

I’m your friend.

The girls drink more wine, CLAIRE and JESS gossiping about

work, EVA still a bit awkward, but obviously trying to fit

it. A taxi eventually arrives outside and they all stumble

out. EVA looks happy - she has clearly consumed more wine.

As they step out to cross the road, a car races towards

them. In a split second, EVA pushes the other two out of the

way and stops the car with her outstretched hand. BANG. The

car’s bonnet crumples like paper against EVA, who remains

unscathed. The car starts to smoke.

CLAIRE and JESS are lying, stunned yet unhurt, on the

pavement. EVA looks at them, and we see through her vision

again, and the words ’WARNING - IDENTITY COMPROMISED -

TERMINATE SUBJECTS.’ EVA walks over to the two girls, who

are terrified and shrink back from her. EVA raises her

fist...

...Then puts it down again.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

EVA

(to herself) No. Friends.

She wobbles, her eyes flickering.

EVA

(robotically) Batteries Failing.

She falls to the ground with a metallic crash.

Cut to black.


